BUSINESS PATHWAY

The mission of the Business Pathway is to educate and develop individuals curious about information technology, business, and economic concepts, including business ethics - crucial to establishing fairness and equity for all citizens in a local to global economic system.

This pathway should be a solid foundation to leap into any post-high school business or career program. Through this curriculum, students will develop the skills essential to be successful in business, financial literacy, and innovative IT fields.

COURSE OFFERINGS

Courses to help students to develop these understandings include:

- Accounting I & II
- Advanced Finance & Investing*
- Business Math I & II*
- Computer Science
- Drawing/Commercial Art
- Economics of Personal Finance
- Entrepreneurship/Intro to Business*
- Graphic Arts Communication
- International Business*
- Introduction to Business
- Journalistic Tech I & II
- Marketing
- Sports & Entertainment Marketing*
- Proposed Courses*